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A distributed virtual network – the future for
C4ISR combat systems
Effective command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (C4ISR) systems
are essential for every aspect of modern warfare. However, as technology has advanced, such systems have not kept
pace with new capabilities. Phil Yanni, Senior Data Links Architect at Rockwell Collins, outlines how cloud based
systems can deliver an effective, modern, solution.
Gen. Denis Mercier, Supreme Allied Commander
Transformation at NATO, recently stated that the future combat
system is not an aircraft, “It is a C4ISR [system] with the cloud
ID and platforms that are either piloted or unpiloted…This is
what we have to be able to build for the future, but we have to
start it now.”
Highlighting the General’s issue, joint operations have
become the norm, but joint interoperability remains elusive.
There are languages like ASCA (Artillery Systems Cooperation
Activities – a NATO interface definition) that loosely tie together
fire control systems, and there are standards for command and
control (C2) based upon Link-16, but when five, ten, or even
more countries are involved in an operation, integration of
multiple sensors with fire control systems across the battlefield
becomes extremely difficult. Much has been made of the 5th
generation fighter’s inability to exchange data with Link-16, but
the issue is larger than just the fighter aircraft. It is the critical
sensor data that they hold and cannot share with other units,
and crucially, with C2 assets.
As sensor fusion has evolved through the use of artificial
intelligence (AI) and other technologies, it has become possible
to fuse what appears to be seemingly disparate data. These
advanced fusion engines need data - which may be stove-piped
in 5th generation fighter aircraft, advanced electronic warfare
systems, or within video streaming systems. It is these stovepiped systems that have created the perception of information
overload. If we can’t combine sensor data and create IDs, intent,
and patterns of attack, we will simply store it away and never
look at it.
The Combat Cloud
As pointed out by General Mercier, we can no long store our
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sensor data in stovepipes and expect to stay ahead of the enemy.
Wherever the data comes from, we need a common method of
storage, and more importantly, the ability to access and
manipulate the data. In the commercial world, the issue of storing
vast amounts of data securely has become the norm. Large
server farms physically spread geographically for redundancy
purposes enable online access from anywhere. In environments
like banking and commodity trading, security is the key
component to their cloud.
To break down the stovepipes, we have to design systems
that are cloud based and expect to share data over a secure
network. This is a 180-degree change from today’s system that
presumes there is no connectivity, or at best, limited connectivity
beyond system boundaries. Whilst command and control
datalinks like Link-16 and VMF exist, they are constrained and
are unable to handle video or any significant amount of sensor
data.

•
•

What if Link-16 could pull the data from the cloud as needed
to perform the command and control function?
What if video links made tagging data available in the cloud?

With the advancement of fusion engines and the combination
of data from video, radar, and electronic warfare sensors, we
can rapidly create positive IDs, with increasingly more accurate
results. C2 systems can report the IDs once they are created.
Implementing the Combat Cloud
To move the concept of the Combat Cloud forward, Rockwell
Collins has developed the Ground Early Warning and Control
System (GEWaCS) utilizing and modifying proven C2 systems.
The technology is a first step towards a cloud based C2 system
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that can pull data from cloud based devices. The GEWaCS is
comprised of hundreds of data processing engines connected
by a virtualized network. The engines are hosted on Virtual
Machines (VM) and are used to process, distribute, correlate,
and store a cloud of sensor, radar, and datalink tracks. Recently
video tagging data has become available to the datalink,
enabling the display of sensor coverage in Link-16.
The GEWaCS system design is predicated upon a cloud
like environment - numerous data processing engines distribute
the sensor data, control the communications nodes, and
manage the common operational picture (COP). The correlated
COP is distributed across the Link-16 network for enhanced
situational awareness (SA) and can be forwarded to ground
networks over VMF or other datalinks. Target location data
generated can be distributed to the appropriate identification
systems and sent to the weapons systems through VMF, Link16 or JREAP-C over the Combat Cloud.
This architecture provides very significant network and node
redundancy that ensures increased system survivability in a
hostile environment. Furthermore, through the reduction of
hardware to the GEWaCS, the cost of through life support is
reduced, availability is increased, and technology insertion and
spiral development are easier to implement.
Enabling technology
A new mindset is required to design a Combat Cloud based
system. In the past, military C2 software was designed to run
on hardware that was in an operations centre, in an aircraft, or
in a vehicle. GEWaCS presumes none of that - the only
connection between the data processing engines and the
sensors or assets is an IP address - where the actual software
run is unknown. As long as there is a secure backbone, the
data processing engines have multiple paths and can route the
sensor data as needed. Whilst there is always concern about
the security of the backbone, it does not have to be wired and
could be created using a variety of wireless technologies. The
software reacts to the network, it can route data, it can reduce

the request for the data update rates, and it can filter data as
needed to ensure the C2 system has the information required
to make decisions.
The flexibility of the system is key to enabling the Combat
Cloud. Once you have moved away from hardware based
architectures, there are no limitations as to where an operation
can be coordinated from. If a specific set of sensors is needed
for a mission, they can be assigned to a handful of operators
and a time sensitive targeting cell can be instantly created. Once
the operation is over, those assets can be re-assigned back to
the pool. This is a very different approach from a hardware based
system, which maximizes the use of sensors, aircraft, and
operations expertise on a mission by mission basis. For example,
an intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) platform
could be ‘loaned’ to a joint terminal attack controller (JTAC) and
reassigned to the pool after a Close Air Support mission.
Another advantage of the GEWaCS architecture is assets
do not have to be dedicated to training or exercises. Any sensor
or group of sensors can be assigned to a virtual operating centre
along with the operators needed for the training mission. After
the training mission, the sensors can be reassigned to normal
operations, and the operators can be assigned to their operating
centre. This not only enables a reduction in the cost of training,
but through the use of an embedded training concept, cost is
one of the key advantages of the GEWaCS.
GEWaCS Combat Cloud architecture
GEWaCS leverages a proven architecture to create a system
that can be reconfigured as needed to meet the evolving
battlefield objective. There are a number of key components
required to distribute the sensor data and enable the C2 system
to access the resulting COP.
A key point here is that with the exception of the ground
stations which connect directly to a sensor, these nodes are all
virtualized. Where they are located does not matter. You can
quite literally run your command and control system from a coffee
house.
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“Today, most air assets and sensors
are assigned days, weeks, and
sometimes months in advance of a
mission. The Combat Cloud provides
the flexibility to reassign assets as
needed. It significantly improves the
effectiveness of advanced sensors,
while enabling the integration of new
sensors as they become available.”
The command and control link interface (C2LI)
The C2LI is a cloud based data processing engine that merges
and routes sensor data as needed. The C2 system human
machine interface (HMI) talks directly to the C2LI to access the
COP.
Weapon system interface
The weapon systems in the GEWaCS Cloud are connected via
secure IP, the interface is normally JREAP-C. This interface
enables the sending of target location data directly to the weapon
system along with the C2 data required to approve weapon
release.
Sensor system interface (SSI)
The SSI is the interface to the sensor suite which enables the
receipt of data, (e.g. Radar, EW, ISR) at the C2LI data processing
engine, which is then correlated to allow for a COP to be shared
across the Link-16 network.
Ground stations
The communications nodes within the GEWaCS architecture
are the ground stations. The ground stations are controlled
remotely from any data processing engine connected to the
secure WAN. There is no need for a local operator at the ground
stations.
Network management (NM) and simulation interfaces
The GEWaCS includes the option to manage Link-16 networks
through the utilization of the NM interface. Another option is the
utilization of the simulation interface, which provides an
embedded training capability enabling the creation of virtual
operating centres for training missions.
System of systems manager controller (SoS-MC)
The SoS-MC is unique to a cloud based solution and is critical
to the management of a virtual system. The SoS-MC performs
diverse tasks including monitoring each node, controlling hotbackup, and creating virtual operating centres as needed. The
SoS-MC is the key to integrating components in a virtual
environment.
Summary
As stated by General Mercier, the Combat Cloud concept is not
new, but technology limitations have prevented its
implementation. By combining existing technologies in a virtual
environment, the Rockwell Collins GEWaCS has made great
strides toward the Combat Cloud.
Today, most air assets and sensors are assigned days,
weeks, and sometimes months in advance of a mission. The
Combat Cloud provides the flexibility to reassign assets as
needed. It significantly improves the effectiveness of advanced
sensors, while enabling the integration of new sensors as they
become available. Reaction times of days and hours are no
longer viable – and this system enables a commander to assign
GMC
assets to a mission in real time.
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Tata announce F-16 India
partnership
Lockheed Martin and Tata Advanced Systems Limited
(TASL) signed a landmark agreement affirming the
companies intent to join hands to produce the F-16 Block
70 in India. The F-16 Block 70 is ideally suited to meet the
Indian Air Force's single-engine fighter needs and this
unmatched US-Indian industry partnership directly
supports India's initiative to develop private aerospace
and defense manufacturing capacity in India.
This unprecedented F-16 production partnership
between the world's largest defense contractor and India's
premier industrial house provides India the opportunity
to produce, operate and export F-16 Block 70 aircraft, the
newest and most advanced version of the world's most
successful, combat-proven multi-role fighter.
F-16 production in India supports thousands of
Lockheed Martin and F-16 supplier jobs in the US, creates
new manufacturing jobs in India, and positions Indian
industry at the center of the most extensive fighter aircraft
supply ecosystem in the world.
“This agreement builds on the already established joint
venture between Lockheed Mar tin and Tata and
underscores the relationship and commitment between
the two companies,” said Mr. N. Chandrasekaran,
Chairman of Tata Sons.
“Lockheed Martin is honoured to partner with Indian
defense and aerospace leader Tata Advanced Systems
Limited on the F-16 program,” said Orlando Carvalho,
Executive Vice President of Lockheed Martin Aeronautics.
“Our partnership significantly strengthens the F-16 'Make
in India' offer, creates and maintains numerous new job
opportunities in India and the US, and brings the world's
most combat-proven multi-role fighter aircraft to India.”
The Lockheed Mar tin-TASL F-16 par tnering
agreement builds on TASL's proven performance
manufacturing airframe components for the C-130J airlifter
and the S-92 helicopter.
With more than 4,500 produced and approximately
3,200 operational aircraft worldwide being flown today by
26 countries, the F-16 remains the world's most
successful, combat-proven multi-role fighter ever
produced. The F-16 Block 70 is the newest and most
GMC
technologically advanced F-16 ever offered.

Lockheed Martin
receives contract for
Sniper ATP
Lockheed Martin has received an Indefinite Delivery/
Indefinite Quantity (ID/IQ) Foreign Military Sales (FMS)
contract from the US Air Force to provide sustainment
support for Sniper® Advanced Targeting Pods (ATP) and
LANTIRN Navigation Pods.
Under the ID/IQ contract, FMS customers will place
orders for repairs and returns, on-call technical support,
depot activities and other sustainment efforts. Work on
the five-year contract, which has a $200 million ceiling,
will be conducted in Warner Robins, Georgia; Orlando
and Ocala, Florida; and Santa Barbara, California.
Lockheed Martin previously established a $485 million
Sniper ATP ID/IQ contract with FMS customers to procure
pods and spares.
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